
One Click 1501 

Chapter 1501: Chased after tens of millions of light years! 

"I know." 

"I also want to practice, I want to improve, but ordinary cultivation methods are too slow, and 

Wushuanglou also...hey, it's hard to say." 

"When I return with revenge this time, I will think of a way again to see if there are other ways that the 

sword can go slant, so that I can go further." 

"..." 

Lin Fang's face was full of helplessness. 

"Row." 

Supreme Ruyi lamp said, "After this matter, I will help you figure out a solution." 

"Then let's start now!" 

Lin Fang nodded slightly, and then turned to look at the nine quasi-superior emperors who were 

kneeling down. "You look forward to Wushuanglou. If there is something wrong, I will eat you alive!" 

"Yes!!" 

The nine quasi-no-god-class kowtowed their heads tremblingly, but in their hearts they were greatly 

relieved that Lin Fang was about to leave. 

Immediately after. 

Lin Fang and the Supreme Ruyi Lamp came to a magnificent hall. 

There is a very huge teleportation formation in the hall. 

This teleportation array connects all the giant teleportation arrays within the control area of Wushuang 

Building, and the radiation range reaches a full three million light years! 

It is precisely because of the existence of these teleportation formations that Lin Fang can rule the 

territory of 3 million light years. 

Wow! 

Lin Fang walked into the teleportation array with the supreme wishful lamp, the light flashed, and the 

figure disappeared. 

next moment. 

One person and one light have reached the edge of Wushuang Building's control range. 

Beyond this, the ultra-long teleportation array was not controlled by Lin Fang, but was controlled by 

others and could not be used at will. 

"It's up to you, Ruyi!" 
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Lin Fang stood in the teleportation formation, holding the Supreme Ruyi Lantern with his right hand. 

"Ok!" 

Qi Ling Ruyi responded, and the flame of the bean-sized lamp on the candle separated a bit and fell onto 

the teleportation array. 

Suddenly. 

The teleportation array is bright! 

Not only the teleportation array under Lin Fang's feet, but also the extremely remote places, the 

teleportation arrays all lit up. 

There are hundreds of thousands of these teleportation formations, many of which are private, which 

has caused fear among many forces. 

If someone's vision is high enough, they can find that these teleportation arrays are connected in a 

straight line, pointing like an arrow to the place where Su Lang and others rest! 

but. 

The line connected by the teleportation array did not extend forever, and stopped after about 500,000 

light years. 

"Let's go!" 

The supreme wishful lamp reminded. 

"it is good!" 

Lin Fang nodded and immediately activated the teleportation array! 

Suddenly. 

A more violent light burst from the teleportation formation, and Lin Fang's figure disappeared from the 

place! 

at the same time. 

The teleportation array connected in a straight line exploded one after another, becoming the victim of 

Lin Fang's crossing a long distance. 

quickly. 

Lin Fang and the Supreme Ruyi Lamp appeared 500,000 light years away. 

Immediately after. 

Lin Fang planned to let the Supreme Ruyi Lamp continue to control the teleportation array to teleport. 

"Not urgent." 

"They are still where they are." 



"It won't be too late to send after I recover some." 

The Supreme Ruyi Lamp said, "Otherwise, it will consume too much, and it will be more difficult to 

recover." 

"Ok." 

Lin Fang had nothing to do with the Supreme Ruyi Lantern, so he could only sit in the teleportation 

formation to help the Supreme Ruyi Lantern recover. 

Time disappeared a little bit. 

Two quarters of an hour, or half an hour later. 

"about there." 

"Let's continue on our way." 

The sound of Qi Lingruyi came from the flame of the lamp. 

"it is good!" 

Lin Fang nodded immediately. 

then. 

Lin Fang and the Supreme Ruyi Lantern transmitted 500,000 light years in just half an hour, constantly 

approaching where Su Lang was. 

And Su Lang. 

The parts of super humanoid weapons are being refined continuously, and three hundred and sixty parts 

are refined every hour. 

Ten hours later. 

Su Lang has refined more than 3,600 parts. 

Adding the previously refined parts, the total number of parts has reached 30,000! 

This number is one-fourth of the total number of 120,000 parts of the super humanoid weapon, and it is 

getting closer and closer to the day when the complete body is cast! 

Just when Su Lang planned to refine the 301st part. 

"Ding! "Ming Gong Zuo Hua Lu" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Hua Dao Great Emperor Jing" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Without Shackles"..." 

"Ding!......" 

"..." 



The eight system prompts are endless, resounding in Su Lang's mind! 

"Lying down!" 

"These eight great emperor-level exercises are finally finished!" 

Su Lang's whole body was shocked, his eyes shone brightly with excitement! 

Chapter 1502: A brand new broken sword! 

When excited. 

Su Lang only felt that there were eight strong warm currents in his body, and they merged into his limbs! 

These warm currents continued to nourish every element in Su Lang's body, and his combat power was 

comprehensively improved. 

There are a lot of exercises and profound meanings appearing in the mind out of thin air, imprinted on 

the soul. 

Su Lang mastered these techniques in an instant, as if he had created it with his own hands and had 

been practicing for countless years. 

"Tsk tsk." 

"I have completed the eight great emperor-level exercises again, and achieved countless things that the 

quasi-no-god-level cannot do in a lifetime. That's great!" 

Su Lang took a breath of intoxication, and immediately turned his mind and fell on the eight exercises he 

had just practiced. 

The first book is called "Ming Gong Zuo Hua Lu"! 

This exercise can open up the palace of life, receive the soul, and maintain the survival and development 

of the soul. 

It is very similar to the new feature of "Preservation of Living Soul" in Luoyoujing. 

The difference is that the soul in the Palace of Life, as long as Su Lang is willing, can use his mental 

power to feed and grow it! 

However, the living soul preserved by Luo Youjing couldn't develop and grow, and could only remain as 

it was. 

Although the functions of Luoyoujing and Minggongzaohualu are somewhat overlapped, both are part 

of the reincarnation created by Su Lang's plan. 

The second exercise is called "Hua Dao Great Emperor Jing", a very orthodox method of soul fusion. 

At this time this exercise has reached the founding level. 

As long as Su Lang breaks through to the emperor level, he will be able to quickly merge the soul and 

universe with this, become the true heaven of the universe of life, and control everything in the universe 

of life! 
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The third and fourth exercises are titled "Melting Soul Records of Casting Body" and "Huntian Heren", 

which are the orthodox soul-body fusion exercises obtained from Li Qijue and Ye Chen respectively. 

Like the "Hua Dao Great Emperor Jing", they are also exercise methods to assist the emperor in his 

cultivation. 

As long as Su Lang is promoted to the emperor level, he can quickly merge his soul and body with these 

two techniques, and his combat power will burst out! 

The fifth, sixth, and seventh books are "No Shackles", "Drinking Stars Sea", and "Independent Human 

World" respectively. 

These three are all explosive secret techniques, which can burst out power beyond their limits in an 

instant. 

The last one is "The Sword Breaks the Nine Extremes", the emperor-level kendo technique, specializing 

in a sword! 

It was Su Lang who prepared a brand new "Broken One Sword" with the system function of the "Gong 

Fa Source". 

The previous'Broken One Sword', after all, was deduced with various fairy-level swordsmanship, and 

was already very backward. 

"Put it on now!" 

Su Lang thought about it and gave instructions to the system, "The system uses the'source of power' 

and uses the'breaking sword' as the basis to deduce new moves!" 

"Ding! Start deducing the source of the exercise!" 

With the notification of the system, a group of colorful streamers suddenly appeared in Su Lang's body 

and soul. 

This group of colorful streamers is the origin of the unnamed emperor-level exercises that Su Lang 

possesses. 

It combines all the exercises that Su Lang cultivated, and possesses almost endless profound meaning! 

Immediately after. 

I saw a part of the cold light flew out of this group of colorful streamers, condensing into one again. 

The previous colorful streamer gradually dissipated and merged into Su Lang's body again. 

The newly condensed streamer is a semi-transparent color, containing a few sharp rays of light, faintly 

revealing many different colors. 

These are the profound meanings of kung fu to perform new moves! 

Next. 



Seeing the ball began to surging, as if there was a tsunami inside, setting off a stormy sea, making the 

heavens and the earth look the same! 

finally. 

The entire sphere is returned to chaos and collapses into a little star! 

But this is not over yet. 

The starlight exploded in the next moment, forming countless meteors, blending into Su Lang's limbs, 

his brain, the sea, and the universe of life! 

Su Lang immediately felt that the "Po Yi Jian" that had been turned into instinct had been sublimated 

and transformed like never before! 

Po Yi Jian itself has a very powerful defense function. 

But at the level of the emperor, it was already a bit unusable. 

And now, its perverted ability to break defenses is back! 

In Su Lang's hands. 

The brand-new Po Yi Sword can play a more defense against the sky! 

Not to mention the martial artist of the same level, even the emperor who surpassed Su Lang's three or 

four small realms, could not resist the devastation of Po Yijian! 

Chapter 1503: The number of rules exceeds three thousand six hundred 

"incredible!" 

"If I use the Devouring clone." 

"Emperor Ruhuowu, Emperor Xianxiao, Emperor Kunyu and others can break the defense with a single 

sword!" 

"Adding to the Kunlun's invisible, hidden scale west hunter, and Youtian Sword's characteristics that it 

will die if you break the defense, these people can't even handle my trick!" 

"Even if they are stronger than the Great Emperor Huowu, who have successfully stepped from the soul-

body fusion to the quasi-no-god-level of the soul fusion avenue, I will break the defense if I 

accidentally!" 

"Haha, at the quasi-no-god level, I finally have some posture to overpower everything!" 

Su Lang was obviously very satisfied with the brand-new Po Yijian, and his face almost burst into 

laughter! 

"Next." 

"Just put those 1,780 immortal-level holy-level exercises that correspond to uncommon rules!" 
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"When the unremarkable rules corresponding to these exercises are fully understood, the number of 

rules I have understood will exceed 3,600, which is infinitely close to the real way of heaven!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and immediately took out the 1,780 exercises that had been prepared a long 

time ago, and then randomly selected eight exercises to put on the villain Xiwu. 

The eight martial arts villains immediately began to practice exercises for Su Lang. 

"Ding! "The Axis of Li Hate" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding! "Bronze Flying Cloud Roll" has reached the founding level!" 

"Ding!......" 

Under the extremely abnormal training speed. 

The Baben exercises reached the founding level in almost half a second! 

"system!" 

"Using the Dao Fa world function, let me understand the uncommon rules!" 

While Su Lang ordered to comprehend these rules, he took out eight exercises to continue practicing. 

Basically, the practice of Baben exercises is completed. 

Su Lang instantly understood the indifferent rules corresponding to these exercises. 

A quarter of an hour later. 

All these exercises are finally finished! 

And the total number of rules Su Lang comprehended finally surpassed the number of three thousand 

six hundred! 

The comprehension of nearly two thousand new and unfamiliar rules is complete. 

Su Lang felt very clearly that his body seemed to be full. 

Moreover, there is no longer any need to rely on the power of the Shifang Life Universe to feed back the 

remote rules. 

On the contrary, the remote rules that Su Lang now comprehends can promote the development of 

Shifang Life and Universe, making it more perfect! 

At this moment. 

Many changes have taken place on the life planets in the ten life universe. 

The biggest change is Blue Star. 

There are countless lives on the Blue Star. 

At this time, it was even more irritated. All kinds of creatures multiply and grow rapidly, and for a time it 

seems like a hundred flowers bloom, contending for beauty. 



The remaining nine life planets also have their own creatures. 

For example, in the magical universe. 

There are many fire-attribute plants and animals on the magical Mars, and even very special elemental 

creatures appear! 

Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, two wind planets, and two light and dark planets have also appeared 

their own elemental creatures! 

These elemental creatures were indirectly affected because the planet was promoted by Su Lang, and 

there was a tendency to expand their ethnic groups and individual upper limits. 

"They all started feeding back to the planet." 

"It seems that this amount is completely sufficient." 

"I don't have to continue to have a headache because of the unruly rules in the future, it's really 

beautiful!" 

Su Lang stretched out crisply, with a relaxed smile on his face. 

After relaxing for a while. 

"The way of martial artist, you can't slack off." 

"Next, continue to place the brand-new Baben exercises!" 

"First of all, place the Godless Level Technique "Returning to Nature and Return to One Godless 

Record"!" 

With a thought, Su Lang placed the synthesized first godless-level exercise on the first martial arts villain. 

Suddenly. 

The martial arts villain began to get busy. 

Countless Dao Yun appeared beside the Wu Xiu villain, like a sparkling lake! 

"The second "Netherworld Dragon Vein Heaven"!" 

Su Lang's thoughts turned, and the second exercise was also placed in it. 

Then came the third and fourth...until the eighth. 

The next six books are new great emperor-level exercises later synthesized. 

They are "Seventy-two Swords of the Lost Soul", "Secrets of Jialan Sword Solution", and "Sword 

Technique of Dragon Breaking Xingyu" 

And "Emperor Transformation Sunken Star", "Blood Moon Sky Underworld" and "Drunken Dreams". 

Chapter 1504: Three Hundred Avenue! 

"Return to Basics without God" will not say. 
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This exercise was originally a transparent crystal, and even Su Lang would be dazzled, and he couldn't 

figure out the specific characteristics and effects. 

You can only find out after the practice is over. 

"Netherworld Dragon Vein Celestial Realm" is a technique that uses incense to create a world of incense 

and make it into a weapon. It can use incense without being infected by incense. 

Needless to say, the three emperor-level swordsmanship techniques are the techniques that Su Lang 

prepared in order to continue to innovate on the "Po Yijian" in the future. 

After all, he will soon enter the godless class now. 

When the time comes to break a sword, you will be behind by a large level. If it is not so, start preparing. 

"Emperor Sinking Star" can make the emperor body as heavy as the planet and extremely tough after 

practice. It is an iron and han-style body-building secret technique. 

"Blood Moon Sky and Underworld" is a great emperor-level secret technique that specializes in 

improving vitality and blood. It can make the emperor-level soul burst out of terrifying power without 

harming the foundation of the emperor! 

The last "Drunken Dreams" is a rare emperor-level spiritual exercise, which can gain and temper the 

emperor-level soul! 

This kind of exercise is countless times more precious than Wugou Menghua Great Emperor Pill. 

After all, the latter is useless if it is eaten, but the exercises can be used repeatedly to continuously 

strengthen the soul. 

It can be said that a great emperor with perfect soul-body fusion, as long as he obtains this technique, 

will be able to step into the path of soul-space fusion one hundred percent, and move on to the true 

Godless level! 

"Tsk tsk." 

"When these exercises are completed, my unnamed exercises can become godless-level exercises!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth clicked. To say that the only shortcoming after completing the exercises 

this time, it is probably that "The One Thousand Ways to One Unnamed" has not been promoted to the 

Godless level. 

"Well." 

"Wait for the cultivation technique to be promoted to Godless level, I will name it!" 

After making up his mind in his heart, Su Lang's eyes fell on the cultivator in the mysterious black space. 

"This has accumulated more than ten hours." 

"I don't even know how much I have saved!" 



Su Lang smiled in his heart, "The system, quickly activate the ‘Power of the Dao’ function, and give me 

new rules and roads!" 

"Ding! The Dark Rule Avenue has successfully condensed!" 

"Ding! The avenue of rules of 卛 was successfully condensed!" 

"Ding!......" 

Wow! 

The system prompts one after another, like being bombarded by a phone! 

Su Lang quickly blocked the system prompt! 

After a while. 

The system prompt finally ended. 

And Su Lang got a brand new 120 rules avenue! 

In addition to the condensed avenues before, he has condensed three hundred regular avenues! 

"The power of the big three hundred." 

"This is about the same as the number of avenues comprehended by the great emperor Huowu and 

Emperor Xiao Xiao, an old monster that has lived for more than a billion years." 

"They estimate that they have understood dozens of avenues, then broke through to the emperor level, 

and then continue to accumulate, to have hundreds of avenues." 

"In other words, I can now be promoted to the emperor level." 

Su Lang licked his lips with excitement, he really wanted to be promoted to the Emperor level now. 

but. 

Reason tells him that now is not the best time for promotion. 

A better opportunity for promotion should be after using the ‘ten worlds as one’ to connect the life and 

universe of the ten directions together. 

In this way, the most complete state can be achieved when the souls are merged! 

And there are only three hundred regular avenues, which is really mediocre. 

"In the Yanxia culture, the number of forty-nine is the extreme number." 

"Then, I will comprehend the four hundred and ninety rules and avenues, and I will start to accumulate 

cultivation bases and complete the ten realms as one!" 

"After that, I will truly break through to the Great Emperor level!" 

"..." 



After thinking about it, Su Lang planned for his future. 

Immediately after. 

He opened his property panel. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Su Lang 

[Race]: human 

[Qualification Level]: Turbidity 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Great Emperor 

[Attack level]: quasi-no **** level 

[Defense level]: quasi-no **** level 

[Shenfa level]: quasi-no **** level 

[Endurance level]: quasi-no **** level 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana 

[Mastering the exercises]: The Infinite Heart Sutra, "Ten Thousand Laws into One: Unnamed" (Great 

Emperor Level, Founding) 

[Activated system functions]: One-key practice function (level 40), one-key martial arts function (level 

39), clone dispatch function (level 38), one-key treasure hunt function (level 38), one-key alchemy 

function (level 15) ), one-key mixer function (15 levels), one-key refining array function (15 levels), one-

key synthesis function (15 levels), one-key empowering function (17 levels), one-key decomposition 

function (no levels) 

Chapter 1505: Lin Fang is here! 

"Lying down!" 

"It has reached the level of quasi-no-god in all aspects!" 

"With the cultivation level of the Quasi-Great Emperor, I have crossed a whole realm and reached the 

quasi-no-god-level combat power!" 

Look at the properties panel. 

Su Lang couldn't help his eyes shine. 

Although in the past, his combat power often crossed the realm. 

But now it's a daily state, not a state of using the swallowing clone. 

You know, the higher the martial arts realm, the more terrifying the gap between the small realms! 
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At the emperor level, the gap between each small realm is estimated to be equivalent to the gap from 

the Wudi level to the quasi-great emperor level! 

This can be seen. 

Su Langneng possesses quasi-godless combat power in the quasi-great-emperor-level realm, how 

defying the sky, how abnormal! 

"Tsk tut!" 

"I don't know how far I can reach when I use the Devouring clone!" 

Su Lang uttered a tusk, and he couldn't help but imagine it in his mind. 

at this time! 

"Master!" 

"Big things are bad, the outside world is changing, and suddenly it seems like a world has changed!" 

"The servant estimated that we were trapped in a different space by some means!" 

The Great Emperor Shanxi, who was guarding the gate of the Soul Chasing Emperor Palace, rushed to Su 

Lang's quiet room and eagerly reported. 

"what!?" 

"Someone trapped us in a different space?" 

Su Lang furrowed his brows, he was too silent for the huge gain, and he unexpectedly lost his vigilance 

to the outside world. 

of course. 

If it was an ordinary quasi-no-god-level doing this, Su Lang must have noticed it a long time ago. 

If you can hide from Su Lang in a short period of time, then the visitor must be very difficult! 

At this time. 

"Su Lang!" 

"Brother Su Lang!" 

"Su Lang, it is Wushuang original poster Lin Fang who has come with his supreme wishful lamp!" 

"..." 

Chu Xiaobei, Ji Ruxue, Murong Xianxian, and You Zhi ran over anxiously. 

"Wushuang poster Lin Fang?" 

"You found me so soon!" 

"It looks like this guy really has two brushes!" 



Su Lang's complexion turned slightly and opened the Dantian universe, "You immediately enter the 

Dantian universe, and I will deal with this Lin Fang!" 

"Don't Su Lang!" 

Youzhi said eagerly, "Lin Fang is not an ordinary quasi godless class, and he also has the supreme wishful 

lamp. You are not his opponent!" 

"Humph!" 

"How can I know if I don't try?" 

"Anyway, even if I can't fight, I can't die, so I just use him to practice my hand!" 

Su Lang held his hands behind his back, showing a light smile, as if he didn't put Lin Fang in his eyes. 

"you!" 

"Su Lang, you arrogant!" 

"Don't think that you can refine alchemy, just think you are invincible in the world!" 

"Your self-confidence killed all of us!" 

Seeing Su Lang's appearance, Youzhi couldn't help being dumbfounded, and then ranted angrily with 

hatred for iron and steel. 

"Stop talking nonsense." 

"Can you love Xiao Bei Ruxue and Slim than I do?" 

Su Lang rolled his eyes and instantly activated the Devouring Doppelganger! 

This time. 

As always, Su Lang swallowed thirty-five clones, leaving three clones to be dispatched to extremely 

remote places as substitutes for death! 

Rumble! 

Thirty-five quasi godless clones were swallowed by Su Lang. 

The breath on his body instantly spread like the sun exploded! 

The horrible aura has risen one after another, and it has far exceeded the ordinary quasi-no-god-level 

one hundred and thousand times! 

"How is this kind of breath possible!?" 

"This aura is more terrifying than Wushuang host Lin Fang, what level of power is Su Lang?" 

"Could it be that he is actually a godless strong, pretending to be a weak here for fun!?" 

"..." 



Youzhi felt the breath of Su Lang's body that made her almost dizzy, and her eyes almost stared out! 

The Great Emperor Shanxi immediately threw his five bodies to the ground and worshipped Su Lang as if 

he was a fanatic. 

But the three daughters of Chu Xiaobei were not surprised, they exclaimed, and they took it for granted! 

"go in!" 

Su Lang glanced at the incredible Youzhi, then with a big wave, she and Chu Xiaobei's three daughters 

were taken into the Dantian universe. 

The Great Emperor Shanxi was also taken into the Zhenxing Universe. 

Chapter 1506: Don't even look at whether it's a man or a woman 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang glanced at his attribute panel. 

However, great changes have taken place in the five-dimensional attributes. 

The five attributes of attack, defense, physical fitness, endurance, and spirit have all become ‘quasi 

godless ∞’! 

The plus sign that represents more than the combat power of the same level has turned into an infinity 

symbol! 

In other words. 

At this time, Su Lang was only a thin film away from the true Godless Class! 

Coupled with those secret techniques, I am afraid that even the Godless level can fight for several 

rounds! 

"This level of combat power." 

"Hmph, Lin Fang, right? Let me see how strong you are with the Supreme Emperor's soldiers!" 

Su Lang hooked the corner of his mouth and waved his hand lightly, putting the Soul Chasing Imperial 

Palace into the storage space! 

Suddenly. 

A weird piece of gray appeared in front of him during the day, which was somewhat similar to Nianfeng 

Space. 

However, at the top of this world, there are thick and colorful clouds floating. 

The dimly lit space makes the colorful clouds resemble an old painting, giving people a strange sense of 

decay. 

Boom! 

A thunderstorm formed by a regular vision struck the sky, illuminating the colorful clouds pale! 
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Simultaneously. 

A slender figure was also illuminated by thunder! 

His face is feminine, his phoenix eyes are cold, and his slender palm holds a lampstand. 

A white candle was inserted on the lampstand, and the candle was burning with a flame the size of a 

soybean. 

"Properties panel!" 

[Name]: Lin Fang 

[Race]: Liu Yi 

[Qualification Level]: Absolutely (Long Liu Dao Ti) 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Supreme Emperor 

[Attack level]: quasi-no **** level+ 

[Defensive level]: Quasi-no God level+ 

[Shenfa level]: quasi-no **** level+ 

[Endurance level]: Quasi-no God level++ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Broken Nirvana+ 

[Mastering the exercises]: Liu Zhibaojian, "The Book of Emperor Haotian Jianmu" (Great Emperor level, 

perfect), "Yuelan Wuwang" (Great Emperor level, perfect), "Deng Yin Zhan" (Great Emperor level, 

perfect), "Burial Flower Music (Great Emperor Level, Consummation)... 

"It turned out to be a special physique!" 

"It seems that Lin Fang is not easy." 

"Unfortunately, no amount of plus signs can compare to my infinity sign!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth was raised with a faint smile. 

When Su Lang observed Lin Fang. 

Lin Fang is also observing Su Lang. 

"The breath on this child is so powerful!?" 

"The feeling he gave me is infinitely close to the godless level!" 

"If the Supreme Ruyi Lamp is not used, I am afraid that he is not his enemy!" 

"Unfortunately, you are not as powerful as my supreme wishful lamp!" 

The corner of Lin Fang's mouth twitched, revealing a slight sneer. 

"Lin Fang!" 



Su Lang carried his hands behind his back, out of thin air, walked towards Lin Fang step by step, "You 

came to find me, why?" 

"What's the matter!?" 

"Humph! What good did you do, don't you have any points in your heart?" 

"You took away the woman I've been fond of for a long time, and you left a big man to disgust me, and 

you asked why I came to you?" 

Lin Fang squinted his eyes, and fierce resentment and killing intent shot out between his eyes! 

"Yo?" 

"The woman you're after? Is that Yuori?" 

"Tsk tusk, I didn't expect you to be a **** and like that kind of dry body!" 

"By the way, the subordinate I left behind is not specifically disgusting you!" 

"It's clearly your own brains, and you rushed up without even seeing whether it was a male or a female. 

You can't blame me for this!" 

Su Lang didn't care about the killing intent in Lin Fang's eyes, with a slight sarcasm on his face. 

"Su Lang!" 

"Don't be too arrogant." 

Lin Fang was so angry that Su Lang gritted his teeth and shouted angrily, "There are many people who 

are stronger than you in the land of exile!" 

"Of course there are people stronger than me in the exile, but it's not you." 

Su Lang's expression was indifferent, "If you hadn't had the supreme wishful lamp, a small reptile like 

you, I would have killed you here with just one finger." 

"Since you know I have the supreme wishful lamp, then you should be ready to die." 

Lin Fang sneered again and again, "It is your honor to die under the supreme wishful lamp!" 

"Ha ha." 

"You want to kill me? Okay, just come and try!" 

Su Lang stepped forward, surrounded by golden flames, instantly transformed into a **** of war! 

Chapter 1507: The quasi-no-god-level can be so strong! 

"Try it!" 

Lin Fang sneered, but he felt something wrong in an instant! 

A weird force in the dark, to obliterate his vitality! 
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"It's the law of destiny!" 

"Little tricks, little tricks!" 

The arrogant and arrogant female voice came from the Ruyi lamp. 

At the same time, a dim light shot from the lamp flame, covering Lin Fang's whole body. 

Suddenly, Lin Fang felt that the life and death crisis had disappeared invisible, and he couldn't help but 

breathe a sigh of relief. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"You are nothing without the Supreme Ruyi Lamp!" 

"It's easy to kill you with just one move of the Great Emperor Sutra." 

When Su Lang saw this scene, the corner of his mouth suddenly twitched, revealing a touch of sarcasm. 

"Ha ha!" 

"It is also my ability to activate the supreme wishful lamp!" 

Lin Fang's face turned blue and red, and he almost fell before the war, which made him too ashamed. 

"Yes." 

"Eating soft rice is indeed an ability." 

Su Lang smiled and continued mockingly. 

"what!!" 

"Today I will kill you!!" 

Lin Fang's complexion was distorted, and he let out a ferocious roar, and instantly activated the secret 

skills, "Haotian builds a tree, and dragon willow incarnate, open!" 

In an instant! 

The whole different space flashed with lightning, and the sky was shaking. 

"Roar!!" 

With a terrifying roar, Lin Fang, who was already slender, stretched and swelled again, turning into a 

giant dragon-shaped creature of tens of thousands of meters! 

This dragon-shaped creature resembles an ancient willow tree that has survived since ancient times. 

The dark green body is covered with slender and sharp willow-like scales, the dragon head extends out 

the complicated horns of the dragon's horns, and the eyes of the dragon bloom with emerald green 

light, like a perfect jade. 

The four dragon claws are also made up of countless root-like muscles, which are rough and sharp, 

making the heart palpitating. 



Red flames lingered behind the dragon's body, acting as a majestic mane, extending from the dragon's 

head to its tail. 

What is even more eye-catching is that the body exudes an extremely rich dragon power, as if the whole 

world must respect it and submit to its feet! 

"Do you have dragon blood?" 

"The place of exile has strong people from all star regions in the entire infinite universe, and it is truly 

extraordinary." 

"The dragon that Lin Fang transformed is far more powerful than the cicada dragon that Yuan Sanlin 

transformed. The coercion alone is not one level!" 

"..." 

Su Lang looked at Lin Fang, who had changed into Jackie Chan in an instant, and in a moment he glanced 

at Lin Fang's attribute panel again. 

Sure enough, this guy's combat power has increased by half a small realm in all directions, and he is 

almost invincible under the Godless level! 

but. 

This attribute is still not enough in front of Su Lang. 

He held his hands behind his back, looking calmly and calmly at Lin Fang, who had turned into a dragon, 

slowly raising the Youtian Sword in his hand. 

"Master is going to use me, so excited!" 

The two eyeballs on You Tian Sword kept rolling, making a small You excited voice. 

next moment. 

"Die me! Deng Yin cut!" 

Lin Fanglong's mouth uttered a loud roar, and the huge dragon's body instantly leapt across the void. 

Thousands of sharp dragon teeth in his mouth were like a long knife, slaying Su Lang fiercely! 

With this trick alone, if the ordinary quasi-no-god-level encounters, I am afraid I can't even move a 

bullet, I can only wait for death in despair! 

But in front of Su Lang... 

"Break the shackles, drink the sea of stars!" 

"The inner world of the ten directions, shattered the world!" 

"Kunlun is invisible, hidden scales hunt west!" 

In an instant, Su Lang launched six secret techniques, smashed out like a terrifying coercion flood, and 

the pitch-black Youtian sword pierced Lin Fanglong's forehead straight! 



Su Lang's speed is too fast! 

The power carried on the sword is too terrifying! 

This is almost beyond Lin Fang's imagination! 

"The quasi-no-god-level can be so strong!?" 

Suddenly, Lin Fanglong's pupils shrank like needles, implying endless shock and fear. 

After being almost killed by the law of causality before, he felt a life-and-death crisis that was extremely 

terrifying! 

"Want to kill my humanoid mount, dream!" 

Ruyi's cold voice came, but Lin Fang was extremely happy! 

next moment. 

I saw a small flame flying out of the supreme wishful lantern, turning into an illusory long sword, and 

violently colliding with the Youtian Sword! 

Silently. 

Youtianjian's figure stagnated and was faintly blocked! 

"Broken a sword!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched. The reason why he didn't use "Po Yi Jian" together was for this 

moment! 

Chapter 1508: Worthy of being a soldier of the Supreme Emperor 

In an instant. 

A majestic, vast and restrained force erupted from the Youtian Sword, and the illusory long sword was 

instantly shattered! 

"Cut all the avenues and restrain everything!!" 

There was an incredible cry from the supreme wishful lamp. 

Lin Fang was even more stunned and dumbfounded, completely unable to believe that this was true. 

Since he got the Supreme Ruyi Lamp, Ruyi has never missed it! 

But on Su Lang's body, he was defeated! 

Even if it's just a long sword made by a ray of light, it also possesses the power of a godless level! 

In addition to the shock, fear also spread across Lin Fang. 

Because the tip of the Youtian Sword almost touched his skin, he would pierce his dragon head in the 

next moment! 
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even. 

Lin Fang heard the excitement of Xiaoyou in the Youtian Sword! 

"Ruyi save me!" 

Lin Fang only came to think of calling for help, but couldn't do anything else! 

"What about cutting off the avenue!?" 

At the moment of the moment, the flame of the supreme wishful lamp flickered, and the heart of the 

flame dissipated, turned into chaos, and became very strange. 

A twisted and strange aura immediately enveloped Lin Fang. 

Under this weird aura, the tip of the sword was nailed to the center of Lin Fanglong's forehead, but it 

was difficult to move forward by a cent! 

"The power of twisting the avenue!?" 

Su Lang's expression was startled, he clearly sensed that the breath of the Supreme Ruyi Lantern was 

very similar to the twisting power in Su Ling'er! 

This kind of twisting power is not comparable to the power radiated by the twisted rules in the Heavenly 

Swordsman. 

It is even more terrifying than the twisting power in the forbidden area of the star field. 

It is this twisted power that makes it difficult for the Youtian Sword in Su Lang's hand to move forward! 

"This is a godless power!" 

"No matter how strong you are in the quasi-no-god-level, you will be vulnerable to the power of the 

non-god-level!" 

"Originally, you hoped to enter the Godless level, but unfortunately, you just provoke me because you 

are so immortal!" 

"In that case, then I will obliterate you, the future supreme emperor!" 

"Hahahaha, killing a future supreme emperor is really fulfilling!" 

"..." 

Looking at the Youtian Sword whose eyebrows were hard to move forward by a cent, and the surprised 

Su Lang, Lin Fang, who had survived the disaster, let out a hearty laugh! 

next moment! 

"Ruyi!" 

"Kill him for me!!" 

Lin Fang gritted his teeth and roared with cracked eyes. 



The humiliation he suffered because of Su Lang was so great that he could not wait to chew Su Lang 

alive! 

Ruyi Dengqi Ling said indifferently: "Using the godless-level twisting power again will consume your 

extremely terrifying vitality, are you ready!" 

"bring it on!" 

"It's not the first time anyway!" 

Lin Fang's face showed a trace of cruelty. 

He is a cruel person, cruel to other people, even more cruel to himself, otherwise he will not be able to 

go today, and he will not be recognized by the Supreme Ruyi Lamp! 

"it is good!" 

The Supreme Ruyi Lantern chuckled, and then the flame flickered again. 

Seeing this scene, Su Lang broke out countless secret methods again, and also used a thought to seal the 

sky! 

Wow! 

When the gray-white space came, Lin Fang was to be pulled into it alone, and the Supreme Ruyi Lamp 

was isolated! 

however. 

Under the light of the supreme wishful lamp, the space of Nianfeng was like white snow under the 

blazing sun, and it went out in smoke. 

"It is worthy of being a soldier of the Supreme Emperor." 

"Although there is only a thin film between me and the Godless Class, I am still one level behind." 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes slightly, stopped doing useless work, and straightly put the Youtian Sword 

away. 

The next moment. 

"Cracking!" 

Weird voices erupted from Lin Fang's dragon body. 

I saw a huge dark green dragon of tens of thousands of meters, gradually withering and corrupting, 

turning into pieces of rotten wood, cracking and dissipating! 

A huge amount of vitality poured into the supreme wishful lantern from Lin Fang. 

The flame of the lamp that turned into chaos once again condensed a trace of flame heart! 

"New Flame Heart?" 

"That is the distorting power of Godless Grade!" 



"Hmph, then Lin Fang and Wushang Ruyi Lantern have found out the hole cards, and the purpose of this 

battle has been achieved." 

Su Lang felt the deadly breath, but was not afraid at all, and even showed a triumphant smile. 

Chapter 1509: I also said that you can't kill me 

"Jie Jie Jie Jie!!!" 

"Su Lang, I said I will kill you today!" 

"At this moment, it is your death date!" 

Lin Fanglong's body collapsed and transformed into a skeleton-like human form again, his dry and 

hoarse voice was filled with joy and excitement! 

"Ha ha." 

"I also said that you can't kill me." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, raised his right hand into a fist, and the next moment his **** suddenly popped 

out, "Huanyu——Nieming Finger!" 

Rumble! 

All the power in Su Lang's body exploded in an instant, like a galaxy exploding, the endless power 

directly destroyed the surrounding space! 

"what!?" 

Lin Fang's pupils shrank abruptly, his body stiff, and his fish-eyed eyes burst into a strong disbelief and a 

faint sense of powerlessness that cannot be concealed. 

In an instant! 

The power of the Universe Nirvana Finger hit Lin Fang's body. 

Zi Zi Zi! 

The twisting force left by the Ruyi lamp enveloped Lin Fang, continuously distorting the endless flow of 

vast energy. 

In this endless energy, even the higher level of twisting power is being consumed quickly! 

"This is... a self-destructive attack!" 

"The vastness of these forces has completely reached the godless level!!" 

The spirit of the supreme Ruyi lamp, Ruyi, also exclaimed, with a deep and unbelievable tone. 

In its career, it has seen countless strong men, even the true Godless level. 

But it has never seen anyone who can burst out Godless power with a quasi Godless power, even if it is 

only compared in scale. 
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"Ruyi!" 

"Quick, I'm going to die!" 

Although protected by the power of twisting, Lin Fang still bears a trace of the power of the universal 

annihilation finger. 

He was exhausted, and he would really die if he continued like this! 

"Su Lang, it's a pity that you are dead." 

"But who makes you an enemy to me? Rest in peace, I will remember you!" 

Ruyi lamp sighed, and the flame flame heart disappeared again! 

A brand-new Godless-grade twisting force turned into an arrow, piercing through the endless torrent of 

energy, and pierced Su Lang's eyebrows fiercely! 

The next moment. 

Death substitute trigger! 

In the eyes of Lin Fang and the Supreme Ruyi Deng, Su Lang was already wiped out! 

"Boom!" 

The torrent of terrifying energy left by Su Lang was still looting, and the alien space under Lin Fang's 

sight was completely destroyed. 

Not only that. 

After the alien space was destroyed, the energy flooded out into the exile, and everything within tens of 

thousands of light-years in an instant died! 

A big pit that is not bottomless and bigger than the planet appeared on this land. 

The endless power of rules and avenues lingers in the big pit, forming countless sinister areas! 

After experiencing this battle, this place has become a trace of a godless battle! 

For tens of thousands of years, even Emperor Wu dared not enter, and the emperor did not dare to stay 

for a long time. Only the existence of quasi-Godless can explore for a long time! 

"Hahaha!" 

"Fight me!?" 

"Even if your fighting talent is against the sky, what? I have the Supreme Soldier!!" 

Looking at the boundless crater under his feet, Lin Fang opened his arms and let out a wild laugh! 

But then. 

"Humph!" 



The Supreme Ruyi Lantern snorted coldly, "If you don't work hard, don't blame me for finding a new 

humanoid mount." 

"This......" 

"Ruyi, don't be like this." 

"Like Su Lang, who is more powerful than me, the quasi-no-god-level, there is absolutely no second 

one." 

"Aha, I'm pretty good." 

The wild laugh in Lin Fang's mouth stopped abruptly and quickly turned into a pleased look. 

"Look at your performance." 

"I have a hunch that the war of reincarnation is coming again." 

"The last time in the war of reincarnation, as far as I know, nine godless soldiers fell!" 

"There are many more powerful than me, I don't want to follow in their footsteps." 

The supremely wishful lamp stopped in the air, and there was a trace of fear in the spirit of the lamp. 

"do not worry!" 

"I will definitely work hard!" 

Lin Fang patted his chest and promised, "After I go back this time, I will immediately search for resources 

and close up!" 

"It's good to know how to make progress." 

"However, with your current state, let's find a place to heal your injuries first." 

"In addition, I don't have much energy reserves. I can't mobilize countless teleportation formations like 

before and return to the nest quickly." 

The Supreme Ruyi Lantern spoke softly, seeming a bit discouraged. 

Chapter 1510: Yuori who can't stop stunned 

"it is good!!" 

Lin Fang nodded hurriedly, and immediately left the battlefield with the supreme wishful lantern and 

disappeared where the world meets. 

The other side. 

Su Lang appeared in Zhiyu Mountain. 

Yes. 

He arranged the clone here, and returned to this place after triggering death substitution. 
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Why? 

Naturally, he wanted to retaliate horribly against Lin Fang! 

That guy is still tens of thousands of light-years away, and is seriously injured, it is impossible to come 

back in a short time. 

If you don't do anything during this time, I'm so sorry for the sacrificed clone! 

"Come out!" 

Su Lang waved his hand and released the Youzhi in the Dantian universe. 

"Huh? Huh? Huh?" 

"This is Zhiyu Mountain!?" 

"Su Lang, didn't you fight Lin Fang? Why are we here!?" 

After Yuzhi appeared, he was stunned and dumbfounded when he saw the familiar surroundings! 

Yes! 

Obviously everyone was chased by Lin Fang ten million light years away! 

But now, after just a few dozen breaths, why did he appear in Zhiyu Mountain again! ? 

The terrified Youzhi instantly started to replenish his brain! 

"Could it be..." 

"Don't you know the rules of time, Su Lang!?" 

"You took us to shuttle time, returned to the past, and escaped from Lin Fang and Wushang Ruyi 

Deng!?" 

"Yes, yes, only time rules can explain all these changes!" 

"Oh my God, I have to admit, Su Lang, you are really a genius that has not been born for a trillion years, 

you can understand the rules of time!" 

"In the countless years of history passed down in the Land of Exile, there has never been a person who 

can understand the rules of time!" 

"By the way, if you understand the rules of time, you can take us to heaven, through the unknown, to 

the boundless universe on the other side!" 

"In this way, we don't have to face the war of reincarnation!" 

"Hahahaha, hurry up, let's set off now!" 

"..." 

Youzhi, who thought she knew the truth, was so excited that her eyes lit up, but those who didn't know 

thought she had two laser pointers in her eyes. 



Immediately after. 

"Uh......" 

"The rules of time? Who told you that I understood the rules of time?" 

Su Lang looked at Youzhi with a dumb face like a roe deer, and couldn't help shrugging his shoulders. 

"Hurry up!" 

"Huh? What did you say?" 

"You didn't understand the rules of time? What a joke!" 

Youzhi smiled in disbelief, "Quickly, quickly, I've long wanted to go to the boundless universe!" 

"moron." 

"I didn't comprehend the rules of time." 

Su Lang rolled his eyes, "I just used another method to escape here from thousands of light-years away." 

"What!?" 

"What did you say?" 

"It's not the time rule, but another method, which instantly crossed the distance of tens of millions of 

light years!?" 

"How is this possible? Even light has to travel a distance of 10 million years!" 

"You think I didn't condense the space avenue, the space avenue can't do this at all, you don't want to 

lie!" 

"..." 

Youzhi's eyes widened, her mouth opened wide, and her face looked incredible. 

"Ugh." 

"You don't believe anything, so I don't want to explain it to you." 

Su Lang turned his eyes out of helplessly, "Don't talk nonsense anymore, I'm asking you about the 

location of Lin Fang's lair!" 

"what!?" 

"You are looking for the location of Lin Fang's lair?" 

"What do you want to do? You finally escaped, what are you doing? Don't mess around!" 

You Zhi was taken aback for a moment, and then grabbed Su Lang's arm with a look of horror, "We are 

not Lin Fang's opponent at all, let's run away!" 

"You let me go!" 



"Now Lin Fang has been seriously injured, and the Supreme Ruyi Lantern consumes a lot of money." 

"And they are tens of thousands of light-years away, and they can't come back in a short time. I'm going 

to steal their nest! I made this plan from the beginning!" 

Su Lang grabbed You Zhi's hand and tore it from his arm. 

"Lin Fang was seriously injured?" 

"He possesses the supreme wishful lantern, and was seriously injured by you?" 

"Even, even the Supreme Ruyi Lamp was consumed very badly by you!?" 

Youzhi stared blankly, completely stupid. 

Her small head is really hard to imagine how Su Lang seriously injured Lin Fang who possessed the 

supreme wishful lantern. 

 


